
Acid Etching
This preparation is rarely used due to its harmful effects on the environment and
potential health & safety implications to people. A diluted acid is brushed onto the floor
where the markings are intended, then removed by power washing and left to dry. This
method does not remove much of the top coating of the concrete, although it will get the
floor pristine clean. It does not therefore give you a good surface for the paint to key to
which means it is not particularly durable.

Scabbling
Scabbling machines are very aggressive using a tungsten tipped wheels which bounce
off and smash the concrete surface. Because of how aggressive they are they leave
grooves in the floor and leave an untidy finish. This also does not remove the entire
surface completely which can leave the finish less adequate. They are however good 
to use to remove previous coatings or adhesives from previous work.

Floor Grinding
Used as much as vacuum shot blasting which requires a generator the floor grinder uses
a diamond head that spins on the concrete to remove the top surface of the floor. It is not
as aggressive as shot blasting but is easier to paint. However dust does remain on the
prepared surface.

Vacuum Shot Blasting
This is the most common preparation. These machines are difficult to run in a straight
line and give a “fuzzy” or uneven edge. The edge is therefore only partially prepared.
This causes paint flake or bleed issues on the edge, depending on the application type.
Using a 2 part epoxy shot blasting is a good economic solution and is the most common
preparation which depending on usage and impact by mechanical handling equipment
will last from 1-3 years.

Diamond Floor Shaving
This is the most consistent form of preparation for line marking (not solid walkways)
providing the best finish achievable for this type of floor marking. These shavers create
an extremely straight line that give an excellent standard of prepared surface for a high
build epoxy resin to be applied to.
A floor shaver removes 1mm -2mm from the surface which exposes fresh concrete. It 
is the most aesthetically pleasing preparation and will last three times as long as shot
blasting preparations.

Types of Materials used with the preparation
With all these preparations a paint material is required to finish off the solution. The
choice of material is important for durability but also in respect to curing times and 
its impact on the operation.

One Part floor paint/Aerosols
These are solvent based products and when drying the solvents evaporate leaving as
little as 50% of material. This makes the finished product less durable.
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Labelling and Safety Solutions

Unprepared Line Marking
– TAPE & ROLLER

After testing and re-testing various paint
systems to find the best, without the need for
preparation, we can offer this budget product.

Specified by Warehouse Partners for use with:

Light 
forklift traffic

Medium
forklift traffic

Heavy 
forklift traffic

Linear
Metres

500 £3.50 £5.47

1250 £2.69 £5.17

2500 £1.98 £3.88

5000 £1.97 £3.34

7500 £1.81 £3.32

10000 £1.86 £3.17

Weekday Price

per lin/m

Weekend Price

per lin/m

These are guide prices only, site surveys and consultations

are recommended for accurate quotations.

Popular with facilities that do not need highly durable solutions, or
whose budget is restricted, or more often than not, where the
customer is not permitted to prepare the concrete floor in anyway 
due to leasing conditions and agreements.

The term ‘Unprepared’ relates to work done to the concrete prior to

applying a paint system. It is not strictly accurate however, since we clean

the surface thoroughly. The actual concrete is not altered in any way as it

would be if using shot blasting or diamond shaving.

We use specialist paints that ingress with the concrete to form an adequate

level of adhesion, as you would expect though, this is minimal given its

environment. The paint is also very thin to help avoid impact damage and

which increases its life expectancy.

This method of floor marking is ideal for short-term projects and provides

flexibility for future reconfigurations. Fast cure times reduce the impact on

your operation, making us more flexible with installation requirements.

Durability Compared to Other Methods
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